
Portable Library for Haïti

The Portable Library, redesigned to address the requests of 
customers, comprises a box and 100 books. The compact and 
durable box measures 12" tall, 14" wide and 7.25" deep, and fits in 
the overhead compartment of  airplanes. It is also lower in cost 
with more titles to choose from. It is the ideal  format to send 
books to remote locations, where classrooms and formal libraries 
are scarce or unavailable.

The Portable Library is available for elementa ry and high- school 
levels. Each Portable Library includes reading materials (literature, 
science, math,language arts, reference), manipulatives and music 
CDs.

For each elementary grade, the Portable Library has: 100 books, 
including charts and CDs and costs $750.00. For high-school 
grades, the library contains 100 books including charts and CDs 
and costs $ 850.00 

If needed, we can mix grades. For example if you want a Portable Library with one set of books for 
grades 1 to 3, we will still provide 100 books, but for those grades.
 
Solid and slim, legal-size file box secures your books for transport from classroom to classroom. 
Internal rails hold  hanging file folders for lesson plans and other documents. Double combination 
locks provide convenient security. Steel corners and aluminum rails offer strength, and rubber feet 
prevent surface scuffing. Chrome label holder on the front is the perfect size for a ID number, 
school name, donor's name and other relevant information. 
 
Books can also be ordered separately.

The Portable Library was formally launched at  Brown University 
during the 2010 Haitian Studies  Association conference.

ISBN: 1-58432-697-2 
Catalog number: SP347
Price : $750.00 
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MiCrOserVers
Micro-Server Digital Library for grades K-5 
(2 Wi-Fi servers pus content from Micro-
Servers 1 and 2)
Educa Vision

BOOK details:
The innovative Educa Vision Micro-Server will bring a digital 
and interactive learning environment to schools in Haiti… even 
where there is no electricity or internet.

It is one of the Educa Vision Solutions, which include Wi-Fi 
devices, SOFTWARE, content, services and teacher development 
that work together to promote student success.

ACCESSIBILITY: The Micro-Servers can be used with any de-
vice with Wi-Fi, such as Android or Kindle tablets, iPads, smart 
phones, LAPTOPS or desktops. As many as 20 people can use the 
servers at the same time while doing different tasks. The micro-
servers have a rechargeable battery, so learning is facilitated 
anytime, anywhere.

CONTENT: The Micro-Servers come with educational content in 
a variety of formats (text, doc, pdf, swf, jpeg, tiff, images, video, 
sounds, interactive assessment and games). The content sup-
ports curriculum for different grade levels in reading, mathemat-
ics, social studies, art, technology, and includes dictionaries, 
maps and other references in rich multimedia to encourage 
inquiry and promote learning.

TEACHER SUPPORT: Educa Vision maintains that curiosity and 
critical thinking are integral to quality education. Educa col-
laborates with teachers, governments, NGOs and industries to 

ADVANCE EDUCATION and develop skills for success. Training materials, guides, lesson plans, references, and best practices are 
included. Additionally, teachers can archive customized curricula, local content, practice tests, student work, etc. without direct 
access to the internet.

ENERGY: The energy-efficient Micro-Servers solve the problem of electricity, in different ways:
a) For locations with intermittent electricity, the rechargeable battery lasts up to 20 hours.
b) For locations without electricity, the portable and lightweight Micro-Server can be carried in a purse for charging where elec-
tricity is available.

This Digital Library consists of the Micro-Server 1 for Grades 1-2 and the Micro-Server 2 for Grades 3-5.

ANDROID TABLETS can also be purchased A la carte. 

Catalog number: Micro-Server Digital Library

$1900.00
Add to Cart


